Progress to Exhibit at Cloud Expo Europe, the Largest Business Show in France Dedicated to the
Cloud and New Technologies
November 12, 2019
Progress and Progress certified distributor NMS Distribution to demonstrate how Progress Ipswitch MOVEit provides secure and compliant transfer of
sensitive data between partners, customers, users and systems
BEDFORD, Mass. and PARIS—Nov. 12, 2019—
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS), the leading provider of application development and digital experience
technologies, today announced that it will be exhibiting at Cloud Expo Europe, the largest expo of cloud experts in France. The event takes place Nov.
27-28, 2019 at the Expo Porte de Versailles, Paris, France.
Cloud Expo Europe is an annual gathering of more than 6,000 industry leaders, visionaries and IT professionals to explore trends and technologies
across hybrid and private cloud, artificial intelligence, the Internet of Things, blockchain, cyber security, big data and development operations.
Progress and its partner NMS Distribution will be featuring Progress® Ipswitch® MOVEit® managed file transfer software under the theme, “Make the
Cloud World a Safer Place to Share Data” in Booth D34. Event attendees will have the opportunity to meet with Progress and NMS Distribution
representatives and learn more about the latest technology and best practices for secure data sharing on premise or in the cloud.
Event: Cloud Expo Europe
Dates: Nov. 27-28, 2019
Topic: Make the Cloud World a Safer Place to Share Data
Progress and NMS Distribution Booth: D34
Venue: Expo Porte de Versailles, 1 Place de la Porte de Versailles, Paris, Fr
MOVEit secure managed file transfer software is used by thousands of organizations around the world to provide complete visibility and control over
file transfer activities. It’s designed to ensure the reliability of core business processes and the secure and compliant transfer of sensitive data between
partners, customers, users and systems.
For additional information about Cloud Expo Europe, visit https://www.cloudexpoeurope.fr/.
About Progress
Progress (NASDAQ: PRGS) offers the leading platform for developing and deploying strategic business applications. We enable customers and
partners to deliver modern, high-impact digital experiences with a fraction of the effort, time and cost. Progress offers powerful tools for easily building
adaptive user experiences across any type of device or touchpoint, the flexibility of a cloud-native app dev platform to deliver modern apps, leading
data connectivity technology, web content management, business rules, secure file transfer, network monitoring, plus award-winning machine learning
that enables cognitive capabilities to be a part of any application. Over 1,700 independent software vendors, 100,000 enterprise customers, and two
million developers rely on Progress to power their applications. Learn about Progress at www.progress.com or +1-800-477-6473.
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